
Nursery Level
Play-based activities and 
crafts to enjoy at home…



A “Nursery” learning journey…
Here you will find some ideas to play, exercise and work with your child at home.
These activities are age-appropriate and we hope you and your child enjoy them 
together!

Suggested prompt for introducing this book to your child...
“Your teachers made a book for you. Can you read through it and let me know which 
ideas you would like to try? I am wondering what page will interest you…”

(We do not expect your child to read this, encouraging reading and allowing them the 
opportunity to begin to understand this suggestion is important!)

We present activities such as these to Nursery students every day in school…sometimes 
they do exactly what we ask or expect from the activity, and sometimes they have their 
own creative thought. We see where this creative thought takes them and we follow 
their interest. Enjoy these activities…more to come next week!



Thinking Games
1.   I SPY…

I spy is a guessing game.    The “spy” tells the other person “I spy with my little eye, 
something…” Fill in the blank here.  You can tell them a color, shape, or texture.  (For 
example, “I see something green. I see something round. I see something wrinkled.”)   
Let them have fun guessing what object you saw around you.  Then switch and let the 
child take the role of the spy!

2.  I AM THINKING OF…
This is a fun game that you can use to describe places, things, animals, and people!
Ex: For a place you could say, “I'm thinking of a place where I go to buy food to eat.” 
For a thing you could say, “I’m thinking of something that is yellow and a fruit.”
Take turns being the “thinker.” 

Thinking games help with cognitive skills which include: asking questions, 
developing an increased attention span, and problem solving.



Lacing Activity
Cut out any shape from paper, cardboard or foam. Punch holes around the item. Have 
your child use a piece of string or yarn to lace through the holes. If you double the 
shape, you can stuff the laced shape with crumpled up paper or cotton balls for an extra 
step. The amount of holes that are punched can vary the level of difficulty. Hint: Putting 
a piece of tape at the end of the yarn or string will make it easier to lace.

Lacing activities help children develop fine motor skills, bilateral coordination, motor planning and visual 
perceptual skills. In addition, lacing helps children practice the precursor skills for shoe tying and sewing.



Butterfly Life Cycle
You can make this butterfly life cycle plate with items from your home. Use some kind of 
white bead or piece of cotton ball for the egg, a craft/popsicle stick, pasta or loose parts 
for the caterpillar, glue, tissue paper and a twig for the chrysalis, and a coffee filter or 
paper in the shape of a circle for the butterfly. The middle of the butterfly can be 
pinched together with tape or some kind of clip. Get creative!

This activity encourages creativity, fine motor strengthening, and the concept of sequencing. 
If you have the book, “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” it’s a great addition to this activity.



Q-tip Pointillism 
Materials Needed:  Q-tip, paint, paper, something to draw with.
-Make a number chart as seen in the picture.
-Dip the Q-tip into paint.  Put however many dots or “points” in the 
chart to match the number shown.

The fine “pinch” grip required to hold the small q-tip in place and to move it around the paper is ideal for 
building on those smaller muscles of the hand.  This activity also builds creativity, shows children they can use 
different things to paint with, and helps sharpen Math skills!



Making a Spider Web
Materials Needed:  A book or story about spiders.  Yarn, string, or painter’s tape.

-Read or watch a story about spiders that shows a spider web.
(You can watch this animated story telling of The Very Hungry Spider. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeNioRkm29w   

Or get the picture book FREE on Kindle Unlimited: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B083XVGTJS)

-Then use your yarn/string/tape etc. to create a spider web in your house!

Help your child learn directional words such as over, under, around, and through. They can then climb through 
the web to strengthen gross motor skills and use their imagination to pretend they are a spider, or an insect 
escaping the web!



Salt Dough Impressions
Materials Needed:  1 large bowl,  1 and ¼ cups of salt, 5 cups of all-purpose flour, 2 cups of water, and items collected from 
outside such as rocks, leaves, sticks, etc. (You can also cut this recipe in half.) 

- In a large bowl mix salt and flour together.  Gradually stir in water. Mix well until it forms a doughy consistency.  Turn the 
dough onto a flat surface and knead with your hands until smooth and combined.  Roll out the dough and break into 
smaller pieces if you wish.

- -Press the items you collected from outside into the dough, and then lift them back up. Observe the impressions that they 
made in the dough.  This activity helps with fine-motor skills, math and creativity.



Create a Garden from Seeds and Scraps…
Materials: Seeds, soil, pots/planters (Get creative! Use what you have…even an empty strawberry container!)

Seeds are everywhere. If you go walking in your neighborhood you can find seed pods! You can also plant the 
seeds from the fruits and vegetables you are eating such as tangerines or peppers. 

If you don’t have seeds, you can grow potatoes or onions from your pantry!  

Whichever seeds or food scraps you use, look them up on the internet to find detailed instructions.                 
Did you know potatoes can even be grown in a cup of water?

To label what you planted, you can draw a picture on paper and tape it to a straw!


